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Abstract. Let F:X-*X be a multifunction on a partially

ordered set (X, ¿). Suppose for each pair «iá*2 and for each

yi<EF(xi) there is a yi&F{y¿) such that yièyi- Then sufficient

conditions are given such that multifunctions F satisfying the

above condition will have a fixed point. These results generalize

the Tarski Theorem on complete lattices, and they also generalize

some results of S. Abian and A. B. Brown, Cañad. J. Math 13

(1961), 78-82. By similar techniques two selection theorems are

obtained. Further, some related results on quasi-ordered and

partially ordered topological spaces are proved. In particular, a

fixed point theorem for order preserving multifunctions on a class

of partially ordered topological spaces is obtained.

1. Multifunctions on partially ordered sets. Tarski's result on the

existence of a fixed point for an isotone function on a complete lattice

is well known (see Birkhoff [3, p. 115, Theorem ll]), and a number

of related results have also been published. For example, S. Abian

and A. B. Brown [2] published results on nondecreasing maps on a

partially ordered set, and A. Abian [l] obtained a result for non-

increasing functions on a totally ordered set. Then in 1954, L. E.

Ward, Jr. [ó] published several results for continuous order preserv-

ing functions on quasi-ordered and partially ordered topological

spaces. The purpose of the present paper is to present results analo-

gous to these for multivalued functions.

In this paper a multifunction F:X—*Y is a correspondence such

that 0¥"F(x)E Y for each xEX where 0 is the empty set. Multi-

functions will be denoted by F, G, etc. Let F be a property of sets.

Then a multifunction F is said to be point F in case F(x) has property

P for each x in the domain. Finally a fixed point of F is a point x such

that xEF(x).
Let F:X—+Yand let ^ denote a relation on X and a relation on Y.

Then we shall use the following two conditions throughout this paper.
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I. If Xi^x2EX, and if yiEF(xi), then there is y¡EFix2) such that

yiáys.

II. If Xi^^EA^ and if y2GF(x2), then there is yiEF(xi) such that

yiáy2- Simple examples show that one of these conditions may be

satisfied while the other is not.

In the following, the terms least upper bound (lub), greatest lower

bound (gib), chain, etc. will be used in their usual sense. Also, an

isotone map is a function / such that Xi = x2 implies that fixi) ^/(x2).

For our first result we shall use the following condition.

III. Let F:X-+X and let C be a chain in X. Suppose that there is

an isotone function g:C—*X such that g(x)EF(x) for all xEC. If

x0 = lub C, then there exist yoEF(x0) such that g(x) ^y0 for all xEC.

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a partially ordered set in which each non-

empty chain has a least upper bound, and suppose F is a multifunction

on F which satisfies conditions I and III. If there is a point eEX and

a point y E F(e) such that c^y,then F has a fixed point.

Proof. Let eEX and let yEFie) with e^y. Define a collection S

of subsets Y of X by:

(1) eEY,
(2) if e = z = xGF, then zGF,

(3) if x E Y, then there is a z E Fix) such that x = z.

Partial order S by inclusion. Note that {eJGS and hence, by

Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal element XoES- Now let C be a

maximal chain in X0 (C exists by the Hausdorff maximal principle),

and let x0 = lub C.

We now show that XoEA^o. For this we claim that there is a subset

Go CG such that (i) x0 = lub C0 and (ii) there is an isotone function

g : C0—»AT such that g(x)EF(x) and x^g(x) for each xECo- Let Q be

the collection of subsets of C which satisfy (ii). If Ci, C2E&, then

partial order the pairs (Ci, gi), (C2, g2) where g,- is a fixed function from

condition (ii) by (Ci, gi)-<iC2, g2) iff G1CG2 and gi = gî| Ci. Then by

Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal set C0 with function g0 in <3. Let

x' = lub C0. If x'^xo, then there is an xEC such that x'<x. Further

by using conditions I and III we can extend go to the set CoW{x},

and contradict the maximality of Co. Thus lub Co = x0. Finally by

condition III, there is a y G F(x0) such that g (x) = y for all x G Co. But

x^g(x) for xGCo and so y is an upper bound for C0. Hence, x0:gy

and x0EXo-

Finally, since XoEA'o, there exists a yoEF(xo) such that x0^yo. If

xo=yo, we are done. Thus suppose xo<yo. Then set
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Xi=X0KJ{z:x0èzèyo}.

By condition I for each z, xQ^z^y0, there is a wEF(z) such that

yo^w. But then z^w. Thus (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied by X\. This

contradicts the maximality of X0, and thus x0EF(xo).

Since every isotone single valued function satisfies conditions I

and III we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1.2. Let X be a partially ordered set in which each chain

has a least upper bound. If F:X—»X is an isotone function on Xx and

if there is an eEX such that e¿f(e), then f has a fixed point.

In 1955 Anne C. Davis [4] characterized complete lattices in terms

of the fixed point property for increasing functions. By combining

her result with Theorem 1.1 we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1.3. Let X be a lattice. Then X is complete if and only if

every multifunction on X which satisfies conditions I and III has a fixed

point.

In 1957 Ward [7] extended Davis' [4] result to semilattices. By

combining the techniques used in proving Theorem 1.1 with the

techniques used by Ward in [7] we obtain the semilattice analog of

Theorem 1.1. Then we obtain Corollary 1.3' by applying this remark

and Ward's results. The nomenclature of semilattices used in Corol-

lary 1.3' is that of Ward [7].

Corollary 1.3'. Let (X, ^) be a semilattice. Then (X, g) is com-

pact in its interval topology if and only if each multifunction on X into

X which satisfies conditions I and III has a fixed point.

Remark. By suitably altering the hypothesis and by giving a

version of condition III using gib's rather than lub's we can obtain

analogs of the above results with condition II in place of condition I.

It first appears that Corollary 1.2 is weaker than Theorem 2 of [2].

However, the following lemma shows that this is not the case, and

that Theorem 2 in [2] is in fact a corollary of Theorem 1.1. This

lemma or some form of it seems to be a part of the folklore. In fact,

the essential part of the proof—that every chain contains a well-

ordered cofinal subset—appears as an exercise in [3 ] and in Halmos'

Naive set theory. For this reason the proof of Lemma 1.4 is omitted.

Lemma 1.4. In a partially ordered set X the following are equivalent.

(1) Every nonempty well-ordered set in X has a lub in X.

(2) Every nonempty chain in X has a lub in X.
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Corollary 1.5 (Abian and Brown). Let X be a partially ordered

set in which every nonempty well-ordered set has a lub in X. Letf'.X^X

be an isotone function of X. If there is a point eEX such that e^f(e),

thenf has a fixed point.

Another proposition which is an immediate consequence of Lemma

1.4 is the following multifunction version of Abian and Brown's

Theorem 3.

Proposition 1.6. Let X be a partially ordered set in which every

nonempty well-ordered set has a lub in X. Let F:X—*X be a multifunc-

tion on X such that for each xEX there exists a yEF(x) such that x^y.

Then F has a fixed point.

Proof. Apply the Hausdorff maximal principle to obtain a maxi-

mal chain. By Lemma 1.4 this chain must have a lub in X which is

necessarily a fixed point.

Now we give a simple example which shows the importance of

condition III. Let X= [0, l], and define F:X-+X by F(x) = (x+l)/2

for xE[0, 1), and F(l) = [0, 1). Then condition I is satisfied, but

condition III is not satisfied. Furthermore, F does not have a fixed

point.

We conclude this section with two selection theorems for multi-

functions on partially ordered sets.

Definition. Let F:X^Y be a multifunction on X into Y. A

selection for F is a single valued function /: X—> Y such that/(x) G F(x)

for each xGA". An isotone (continuous, etc.) selection is a selection

which is isotone (continuous, etc.).

Theorem 1.7. Let F be a partially ordered set, and let F:X^>X be a

multifunction on X which satisfies condition I. If lub F(x)EF(x) for

allxEX, then there is an isotone selection for F.

Proof. Let/(x) =lub F(x) for each xEX. Then/ is a selection for

F. To see that/ is isotone let xi^x2. Since/(xi) G F(xi), there is a

zEFix2) (by condition I) such that/(xi)=z. But z = lub F(x2) =/(x2),

and so/(xi) á/(x2).

A similar result could be obtained by using the greatest lower

bound of the sets F(x) and condition II. As above we obtain a corol-

lary to Theorem 1.7 analogous to Corollary 1.3.

Corollary 1.8. Let Xbea lattice and let F:X^>X be a multifunction

on X. Then X is complete if and only if whenever F satisfies condition I

(II) and whenever lubF(x)GF(x) (gib F(x) EF(x)) for all xEX, F

has a fixed point.
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For the last result in this section we need the following conditions.

IV. Let xi^x2 and let yiGF(xi), y2EF(x2) with yiSy* If xi

úx-^Xi, then F(x)C\ {z'.yi^z^yi} ^0-

V. If C— {z:xx^z^x2} for Xi^x2, and if F(x)C\Cje0, then

lub (Cr\F(x)) G Cr\F(x).

Theorem 1.9. Let X be a partially ordered set which contains a least

element e and in which each chain has a least upper bound in X. If

F:X—>X is a multifunction on X which satisfies conditions III, IV and

V, then there is an isotone selection F on X.

Proof. Let S be the collection of subsets Y of X such that (1)

eEY, (2) if z^xE Y, then zEY, and (3) there is an isotone function

g'.Y—^X such that g(x)EF(x) for all xEY. We partial order the

pairs (F, g) where YE& and g is a fixed function from (3) as follows:

(Fi, gi)-<(F2, g2) iff FiC F2 and gx = g2\ Yx. Then by Zorn's Lemma

there is a maximal pair (X0,fo). If X = Xo, we are done; thus suppose

that xEX\Xo, and let C be a maximal chain containing e and x. Then

Cf\Xo=Cx is a chain in X0. Let x0 = lub Cx- By applying condition

III and the maximality of X we deduce that x0EX0. Now pick a

y'EF(x) such that fo(xo)^y'. Then set Y=Xo^J{z:x0Sz^,x} and

define/ on Y as follows. If zGX0, then/(z) =/0(z). If x0<z<x, then

/"(z)=lub (F(z)n{y:/o(xo)^y^y'}) and set/(x)=y'. Conditions IV

and V show that/ is well defined and isotone. But this contradicts

the maximality of X0. Hence, the theorem follows.

2. Partially ordered and quasi-ordered topological spaces. Ward's

generalizations of the fixed point theorem for order preserving func-

tions were concerned with order preserving continuous functions on

partially ordered topological spaces. In the remaining portion of this

paper we show that similar results are true for certain classes of multi-

functions. For this purpose we present the following definitions and

conventions which are from Ward [ö].

Let X be a set. Then a quasi-order, ^, is a reflexive, transitive

relation on X. Further, if a quasi-order ¿ is antisymmetric then it

is a partial order. A chain is a linearly ordered subset of A"; if ^ is a

quasi-order, and if xEX, then E(x) = {zlz^x and x^z}. Set L(x)

= {z:z^x}, and M (x) = jzlï^z). Now if X is a topological space

with a quasi-order i£, then X is called a quasi-ordered topological

space (Q.O.T.S.) in case L(x) and M(x) are closed sets for each xEX,

and, if ^ is a partial order, then X is a partially ordered topological

space (P.O.T.S.). Further, ^ is continuous in case the relation ^

is a closed subset of XXX. (For a discussion of these concepts and
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their consequences see Ward [o] and also Nachbin   [S].) Finally, in

the following, X will denote a Hausdorff topological space.

Lemma 2.1. If X is a compact Q.O.T.S. with continuous quasi-order,

then every monotone net in X clusters, and the set of cluster points is

contained in E(x0), for some x0GA^.

The proof of Lemma 2.1 is in [5] and is omitted here.

Corollary. If X is a compact P.O.T.S. with continuous order, then

every monotone net in X converges.

Definition. A multifunction F:X—*Y on the topological space X

into the space Y is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) iff F~X(A) is closed

for each closed subset A E Y.

The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 6 in [6].

Lemma 2.2. Let F:X—>X be an u.s.c. point compact multifunction

and let S be a sequence in Y such that x„EF(xn-i) for «2:1. If z is a

cluster point of S, then there is a point in F(z) which is a cluster point ofS.

Proof. Suppose not. Then, since F(z) is compact, we can construct

an open set U such that F(z) E U and x„G U for all but a finite num-

ber of values of w2;0. But if xni—>z, then since F is u.s.c, there is an

i such that F(xnj)E U for j>i. This is a contradiction. Hence, some

point of F(z) is a cluster point of S.

Before stating the next theorem we need the following definition.

Definition. A subset A of a quasi-ordered set X is weakly convex

iff a, bEA and <z = xg6 implies that E(x)C\A^0.

Theorem 2.3. Let X be a Q.O.T.S. in which the maximal chains are

compact, and let F:X—*X be a point compact, u.s.c. multifunction which

satisfies conditions I and II above, and such that F(x) is weakly convex

for each xEX. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist

a nonempty compact set KEE(x0) for some x0EX, such that F(x)C\K

5^0for eachxEK is that there exist anxEX such that for someyEF(x)

either y = x or x¿y (i.e. x is comparable to some point in F(x)).

Proof. The necessity is clear. Thus suppose there is an x0 which

is comparable to some point in F(x0). Then by applying either condi-

tion I or II, we can construct a monotone sequence S such that

x„ E F(x„_i), n = 1. Then the set {x„ : n ^ 0} is contained in a maximal

chain which by hypothesis is compact. Furthermore, for linear

orders, continuity and semicontinuity of the quasi-order are equiva-

lent. Hence, we can apply Lemma 2.1 and obtain a cluster point z0

of S. Moreover, each cluster point of S is contained in E(zo).
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Now if zEE(zo), z^Zo and z0^z. There is a wEF(z0) which is a

cluster point of S by Lemma 2.2, and by Lemma 2.1, wEE(x0). Thus

by conditions I and II there are y}, y2EF(z) such that yx^w^yi, and

hence, since F(z) is weakly convex, F(z)i\E(zo) 5^0.

Observe that F(zo) is a chain and is the intersection of closed sets.

Thus F(zo) is compact. Now define Kx= F(E(z0))C^E(zo), and induc-

tively Kn = F(Kn-i)r\E(zo) for «>1. Then set X = D„"=1 Kn. Clearly

K is a nonempty compact subset of E(z0). (Note that an u.s.c. point

compact multifunction preserves compact sets.)

Finally, let zEK. Then F(z)C\Kn is nonempty for each n, and

since F"„C-F„_i, the set {F(z)C\Kn\n}îL } has f.i.p. (finite interpola-

tion property). Thus there is a yGH {F(z)nFJ„:«^l}, and hence,

F(z)C\K^0.

Corollary. //, in addition X is partially ordered, then a necessary

and sufficient condition that F have a fixed point is that there exist an

xEX which is comparable to some point of F(x).
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